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homely themes, not suggestive of stirring thought or fine emotion 
to a superficial observer. Whence, then, did Millet surmmon that 
poetical beauty which is the great characteristic of his compo 
sitions ? Ho'w was it that, in the representation of a life which 
possessed in itself little charm and something to repel, he conveyed 
to the mind of the spectator an infinite tenderness, a sweet sad 
ness, a sense of brotherly love? This feeling was called up by 
the deep compassion of his nature, by his fervent sympathies, and 
his devout faith. 'The Angelus' may be taken as a marked exam 
ple of the ideality which he lent to the ordinary. Here one sees 
a great ploughed field, with a grey sky, a somewhat misty atmo 
sphere, a little church in the distance, and, just along the horizon, 
a silver'gleam of light. In the middle of the field stand two pea 
sants, a man and a woman, who for a moment suspend their labour 
and bend their heads reverentially at the sound of the church-bell. 
The lines of toil are stamped upon the faces of the two, and upon 
their figures; the colourless sky,. the wide-spreading dark earth, 

which they have been compelling to fruitfulness, monotonous and 
dreary, tell the tale of the peasant's life; the gleam of light over 
the little church and the expressiQn of religious faith in the work 
ers as they listen to the angelus relieve the gloom of the scene, 
and- indicate the hope which makes those dark days of toil endura 
ble. Labour and patience, that was what Millet saw before him; 
over these ideas and their associations his sadness brooded, and 
out of these his fine spirit and his extraordinary skill of hand ex 
tracted a beauty so profound, that to see it unmoved is impossible. 

Eyes which can look complacently at pictures like ' The Roll-Call,' 
or ' The Death of Nelson,' or ' The Death of General Wolfe,' or 
such-like heroic displays, may drop tears at Millet's solemn, almost 
unintentional pathos. Sometimes he rouses emotion by the idea 
which he calls up of Nature's bounteous gifts, as in the picture of 

'Spring.' Whether he chooses the bright or the mournful aspect 
of country-life, he is always true; he is never sentimental. The 
feeling by which he engages our sympathies is profound; he does 
not strive to exhibit or make the most of it, he only allows it to 
work out its own expression. Sentiment is a shred of emotion 
decked out so as to attract attention. Trick is a particular mode 
apart from truth, and generally an exaggeration of truth, adopted 
to excite surprise and to produce immediate effect. There is none 
of it in any production of Millet's. In the now-famous picture 
called 'Le Veau,' where the new-born calf is being carried in a 
barrow to the field, and its mother is walking alongside with out 
stretched neck licking the little one, there is no effort to impart a 
human expression to the cow; it is simply the unforced image of 
maternity and its simplicity. There was hardly any object from 
which Millet could not distil some unexpected charm. There are 
painters who delight in distortion, and adopt it as a substitute for 
force. It has, no doubt, a disagreeable energy, which, in some 
instances, strikes the spectator so sharply that he is wvilling to ac 
cept astonishment for admiration, and to attribute superhuman 
power to the painter, who is so unflinching in his antagonism to 
the beautiful. There is much more matter for honest wonder and 
reverence in the strength of Millet's work. Any one who has 

looked attentively at his drawing of the 'Woman Churning' will 
recall the mnarvellous skill with which he has made the subject 
attractive. No beauty ot flesh is found in the face or arms of the 

woman; her dress, of coarse materials, is tucked up over a short 
petticoat, without any apparent thought of draping; but, in the 
action of the figure, there is the union of force with grace, and in 
the thin face an anxious assiduity which interests the observer, and 
harmonises with the whole scope of the picture. The garment 
gathered in, seemingly only for convenience, makes a curve of sin 
gular beauty across the under-skirt, and the thin toiling arm has a 
real grace in its bend. The drawing is slightly tinted with that 
perfect art or instinct which always directed Millet's hand." 

The poesy of the hearth also found an interpreter in Millet; he 
returned to it often, and in various fornms, for there are no less than 
six of` his compositions, more or less varied, entitled ' La Veillee.' 
By the light of a lamp, the woman sits knitting, the man wveaves a 
basket, the child sleeps in its cradle under the eye of the mother, 
the fire smoulders uncler the hot ashes, and the cat is stretchecl 
out on the hearth ; beyond the uncertain light of the lamp, all the 
forms are indistinctly defined. Everything bears the impress of 
peace, silence, and poverty. One feels that the man who could 
paint such a scene must have known such a life. Millet was the 
son of a shepherd, and in his boyhood he worked in the fields. 

Without doubt he was indebted for these themes to the recollec 
tions of his childhood. 

Millet's peasant has an abrupt aspect, his gait is heavy, his ex 
terior rude; his companion pays no attention to her personal ap 
pearance; she conceals her hair under a cap, disfigures her shape 
with a formless knit jacket ; she has no stuclied graces, nothing 
coquettish; her eyes are dull, and her face, bronzed by exposure, is 
never illumined by a smile. And this was, undoubtedly, the cause 
of his not having met with more general recognition, for it cannot 
be denied that the great public failed to appreciate his merits. 

Without wishing to arrogate to one's self a monopoly of intelligence 
in art-matters, we may be allowed to assert that nothing in Millet 
is accessible to those who have not made the painter's art a study. 

The sentiment as well as the execution of his works is not within 
the reach of all. This sentiment is grave, austere, almost sacl. 

The idea, philosophic, elevated as it is, demands a certain devotrt 
contemplation to be understood; the depth of the impression will 
penetrate only those hearts peculiarly susceptible to the beautiful 
and poetic in Nature; and then the eye must be practised in the 
recognition of the true. 

The number of pictures painted by Millet is comparatively small. 
He vas veiry slow in execution, and, long as he vorked at a pic 
ture, he was, nevertheless, unable fully to satisfy himself. He was 
fond, he said, of seeing a tree grow on his canvas. If it is certain 
that Millet aimed at a perfection of execution that is beyond the 
reach of the pencil, it is equally certain that no one has ever ap 
proached nearer the impossible than he did. He painted hardly 

more than three pictures yearly, but to these he added a great 
number of clrawings, pastels, and etchings, hardly less important 
than his paintings. 

THE EXHIBITION OF THE ROYAL ACADEMY. 

- HE London season may be said to divide itself into 

X three principal epochs, or 
periods. There is the 

fresh 

and 

vigorous season of art, music, and the 
drama. There is what may be termed an effer 
.vescent middle period. And there is yet another ____ or later season, of intenise dulness and bore 

dom. - The most important, by far, of the three 
is the first. It is a period of very considerable culture, and of real 
interest. Every one is eager to avail himself of the opportunities 

which the English capital now afforcls, of studying all that is worth 
studying there in art or music. The most brilliant singers of the 
day, and almost every performer of remarkable talent which Europe 
has produced during the year last past, have been secured in the 
services of the opera; while the work of every Dresent celebrity in 

painting or sculpture that England owns may be studied in the gal 
leries of the Academy. At this season Burlington House contains 
the Art-work of the year of every modern English painter of long 
and honourably maintained reputation. The annual exhibition of 
the Royal Academy is a splendid collection of paintings by artists 
of the later English school, rich in variety, of rare artistic excel 
lence, and abounding in worthy examples of successful study and 
painstaking labour. The exhibition which has recently opened, and 
of which we are to treat in this paper, is generally allowed to be 
fully up to, if not somewhat above, the average of former years 
both in variety and excellence. There are possibly fewer paintings 
exhibited, but those which have secured a place on the walls are 
remarkable for freshness and careful handling. In the department 
of portraiture, which is one of consiclerable importance, this is espe 
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cially noticeable, mainly due, perhaps, to the large preparation of 
pictures which seem to have been contributed to this class this year 
by painters of incident. The sea-pieces, in- particular, are excep 
tionally good; wvliile in lanclscape and works in historical ancl clo 

mestic genre, as well as in the Gallery of Sculpture, the exhibition 
furnishes a very considerable anIc altogether pleasing manifestatioll 
of the present growth of British Art ancl genius. In a large collec 
tion of paintings, every one of Nvhich must necessarily be good to 
have securecl a place in the exhibition, the task of the critic be 
comes one of more than ordinary difficulty. He finds himself, as in 
this case, compelled to go systematically through a long catalogue 
of some fourteen hundred works of various degrees of excellence, 
and it is only by the most careful sorting; re-sorting, and sorting 
down again, that he is enabled at last to form a juclgment or to 
ar-ive at. any satisfactory conclusion. Evren with this care he may 
constantly find himself at fault. Critics are, after all, but human, 
and their judgment, we are told, is liable to err, and not always to 
be dependecl upon. Nevertheless, they bring to their tasks some 
thing of experience, a good deal of thought and time, an average 
degree of prudence in adjusting the balances, ancl at least some 
technical knowlecdge of the subject they are to treat of. These, 
then, used together, should help to a decision of at least some 
value; and, in humble dependenice upon such indifferent measure 
of the above-named excellent qualities as has been allotted to us, 
wve have set ourselves to the task before us. 

In the first gallery there are four paintings of remarkable 
strength, which are certain to attract crowds of admirers. First 
and foremost of these hangs Alma-Tadema's ' Sculpture Gallery,' 
wvhich discovers an amou-nt of powver ancl technical learning on the 
part of the artist which ranks him among the foremost painters of 
the day in Europe. The subject is the visit of a Roman patrician 
(said to be the portrait of the painter himself, as the more promi 
nenit figures in the group are those of his wife and family) to the 
a/eliz'r of a sculptor in Rome, which is furnished, lined, and pav7ed 
with marble, depicted with an extraordinary ancl marvellous degree 
of accuracy. A fountain of black mTiarble is being shown by a slave 
to the party of visitors com)posed of the patrician and his two daugh 
ters, anld the sculptor's fair wvife and bright little children. Though 
lacking, perhaps, in interest for the many, this noble work clisplays 
such careful studies of the textures of stone andcl metal, and such 

wonderful power of imitation as represented in the drawvings of the 
delicately-veined surfices of the marbles, as to be well-nigh unexam 
pled. The spectator is transferred for the moment to the gallery 
itself. He instinctively looks at his feet andcl then at the blue-veined 

marble, Nvitlh a certain misgiving as to the sliding properties of mod 
ern shoes on the polished surfaces of ancient pavements; and, Nvith 
an unsatisfied curiosity to know the price of the fountain, or desire 
to pinch the plump little cheeks of the black-hairecl children, he 
regretfully falls back to make way for some other person who is to 
be as pleasantly deceived as he has himself been. It is impossible 
to do adequate justice to the truth and merit of the whole compo 
sition. Marble, metal, alabaster, antique silver, carved surfaces, 
ancl the simply-polished incrustations of pavement, are depicted 
with wvoniderful vividness; nor are the drawving and draping of the 
figures in the painitinig less effective and noticeable. 'Water-Pets,' 
in another room, by the same artist, affords another example of 
this painter's marvellous power of painting stone. A young Roman 
lady, lying at full-length on a cushion laid on a mosaic pavement, 
amuses herself wvith feeding some gold and silver fish in a marble 
basin in the floor on wvhich she lies. Here, again, you may almost 
touch the actual things represented. You are lost in acdmiration 
for the mosaics; the fish are fish, it seems to you, and the water is 
so refreshing and transparenit, that you are tempted to dip your 
hancls into the tank to catch one of the glitteringo "water-pets." 
But you discover that the mosaic is not mosaic after all, the vater 
is a mere delusioni, the fish are not sNwimming, though they are so 

woncderfully poisecl as to seem so, ancl you parclon the deception in 
recognising the great ancl marvellous talent clisplayed by the artist. 
These twvo masterly compositions are Mr. Alma-Taclema's only 
contributions to this year's exhibition of the Academly; but they 
are sufficient to sustain the high reputation he has secured as one 
of the most accomp)lishedl painters of the clay in Europe. Though 
wvholly differing fr-om the foregoing in character and( treatment, 
Mr. J. C. Hook's ' Hearts of Oakc' is not, in point of artistic excel 
lence, in any wvise inferior to the paintings we have just been clis 

cussing, anid comes second on the list of noteworthy compositions 
in Gallery I. Mr. Hook's first painting is a thoroughly natural and 
spirit-stirring picture of English sea-shore life. A bronze-hued 
fishernan, seate(d on a coil of ropes on the pebbly shore of a little 
cove, is engage(d in shaping out of a block of wood a toy-boat for 
one of two chubby little sons. The Nvife, with the latest-born loll 
ing across her lap, sits adimirin-gly by, kindly oblivious of the fact 
of there being a basketful of fresh-caught fish at her husband's 
back reacly for the market. The mass of weed-coverecl rocks, the 
eddlying to and fro of the Nvater as it lazily washes through its 
pebbly course back to the sea, and the green sea itself, with just 
a little of breeze playing upon its surface to make us long for a 
cruise to the fishing-ground with the fither of the bairns, are all 
adlmirably and truthfully painted and thoroughly in keeping with 
Hook's masterly treatment of such subjects. Another of Hook's 
contributions, and the one likely to attract the most admiration, 
'Wise Saws,' a sedate-looking but vain raven, perched on a rail 

beside a stream, doing duty as " both priest an(I clerk " to a group 
of cattle in the water, is a very charming comedy in landscape. A 
milking-yoke and pail, hanging to the rail, inclicate the purposes for 
which the cattle have come together; but the raven, vain fellow, 
seems to suppose they have come to listen to him, a misconception 
we may take to have arisen from the particularly solemn and in 
quiring look noticeable in the faces of the cowNs. The pastures and 
foliage are rich in brilliant colouring, and the composition generally 
is indicative of the artist's consummate skill in rural subjects, as 

wvell as in those we have just commentecl upon. The 'Land of 
Cuyp,' by the same, is anrother wortlhy example of the painter's pow 
er of clepicting Nature on canvas; and ' The Samphire-Gatherer,' 
a sea-sicle piece again, representing a lusty lass on the edge of the 
sheer-clown cliffs pursuing her risky calling, while the deep-blue 
sea at foot beats lazily against a long shore-line of perpendicular 
rock, is a splendid specimen of sea-painting, intensely rich in tint 
ancd tone, and strikingly illustrative of what has been said of Hook 

-that he is one of the few artists of the day capable of painting 
Nature as Nature herself ought to be paintecl. 

Number three in Gallery I., in point of arrangement for the 
purposes of this paper, but quite equal to anything in the exhibi 
tion in regard to artistic merit, is a sumptuous piece of landscape 
by Millais. ' The Fringe of the Moor' is an instructive example 
of the painiter's own conception of lanidscape-painting, and an evi 
dlence of the masterly degree of vividness and force with which this 
artist seems to be able to paint almost anything he pleases. The 
viewv is the summit of an uplanid in Scotland, overgrown with 
clumps of heath and broom, among which winds a mere trodden 
out, and, as yet, faintly-impressed path-such as trespassers may 
mark across a field-through openings in rude stone-walls. Aw'ay 
across the valley is the "' moor," rich in pturple heather, and glow 
ing in mingled tints of violet, azure, and emerald. As a piece of 
realism, and an example of clever draughtsmanship as well as of 
vivid colouring, this painting will be hardly matched in the exhibi 
tioi ; but we think that, perlhaps, its most attractive quality rests 
rather on the merit of the painter who drew it. than upon.any-spe 

cial point in the subject drawn. The artist seems to have lavished 
an immense amiiount of power ancl study in giving.us a picture lack 
ing in most essentials of every-day interest. Another piece of land 

scape-paintinig by the same artist is ' A Deserted Garden,' in Gal 
lery III., the description of which can hardly be more exact or 
exhaustive than is found in the appended quotation 

"Yet wandering, I founid on my ruinous walk, 

By the dial-stone aged and green, 

One rose of the wilderness left on its stalk, 
To mark where a garden had been." 

This composition, somewhat sad and subdued, represents the out 
lines of what was once the garden of an old-fashioned country 
residence, now given over to the rude devastation wvrought of weecls 
and thistles. The clial-stone marks the spot wvhere wvas once the 
smoothly-kept lavn, on which the children of the old folks romped 
ancl played; but Time wvith his scythe *has swept all away, ancl 
nothing nlow remainls, to tell of the beauty and life that have been, 
but the solitar-y " rose of the wilderness " fast reverting to its primi 
tive brier-stock, and the moss-grown dial-stone. 

' No !' in Gallery II I., evidently intended as a companion-paint 
ing to the nlOwV so wid.ely-knowvn ' Yes, or No,' is Millais through 
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out. It is a charming study of a blond beauty who, with some 
thing of sorrow in her pretty face, is musing over the recently 

written and as yet unsent letter, which is to tell some love-sick 
suitor of the hopelessness of his -proposals. . The painting is quiet, 
simple, and grateful, and strongly marked witlh those evidences of 
skill which Millais always brings to bear on pictures of this kincl. 
' The Crown of Love,' an inciclent-painting, is another contribution 

by the same artist, grand, romantic, and in his best style, illustra 
tive of love's sacrifice oni the part of a devoted " hero of romance," 

who renders up his life's breath in the impossible task of carrying 
his lacly-love to a castle oni the mountain-top at the challenge of a 
harcl father. Three full-length portraits of modern English beau 
ties com)plete the sum of Millais's contributions to the Academy 
this year. The critics will differ as to the qualities of each compo 
sition; but no single individual will venture to question the genius 
ancl consummate ability of the artist. Mr. Millais is one of the 

most powerful painters enrolled in the list of Academicians. 
The fourth painting of note in the first. gallery-to get back to 

our starting-point-is Mr. B. Rivieres's 'War-Time,' an old man 
leaning over a rude stone-fence, gazing vacantly across a dreary 
expanse of snow-clad valley and wood: 

"Wherever I turn my head, 
There's a mildew and a mould; 

The sun's going out overhead, 
And I'm very old, 

And Tommy's dead." 

Two Scotch collies, faithful and affectionate creatures, stand aloof 
from the old man, wonderinig what ails their master. Death has 
carried off his only son. There is a pathos in this composition so 
touching as to make one turn sadly away to search after more 
cheery work before examining with any minuteness the other con 
tributions by the same excellent artist. 'lhis we find in Frith's 
'Sophia Western at the Inn-Fire,' and C. W. Cope's 'Anne Page 

and Slender'-a trifle worn, this latter subject, but skilfully han 
dllecl and worthily depicted on canvas. Mr. Frith sends this year 
the full number of eight paintings allowed to Academicians. These 
are all after the same style: very pretty womlen in very graceful 
attitudes; a trifle unr-eal, perhaps, in their rather transparent faces 
and( arm-ls, but nevertheless very beautiful anid very taking. To our 
taste, ' Flowers,' a most brilliant full-lengtlh of a lady in white mus 
lin, picking over a basket of true English roses, is the best of the 

whole, and will, we think, attract most admirers. ' La Belle Ga 
brielle,' IPolly Peachum,' ' St. Valentine's Day,' 'Tom Jones show 
ing Sophia her Image in the Glass, as a Pledge of his Constancy, 
'Black Eyes and Blue Eyes,' and 'New Ear-rings,' are the sub 
jects of Frith's further contributions. Most of these are studies 
from character of the eighteen-th-cenitury period, a line of work this 
artist deliglhts in. Wanit of space forbids anly more lengthy criti 
cism of the works in Gallery I.; but we cannot forbear mentioninig 
the observaant truthfulness an (I masterly exectution nioticeable in 

Mr. P. Graham's '.Crossing the Moor,' a ver-y splendii( example of 
landlscape-painitinig, represeintiing cattle crossing a misty, heatlher 
clacl Scotch moor; 'IRight of Way '-the subject-a chilcl fright 
enecl by sheep, while crossing a meadow, full of charming expres 
sionls of the poetry of Nature, ancl softly ancl cleftly handled-the 
painter, Mr. F. Walker, one of considerable repute in this special 
line of art, thouglh not inclucled in the select circle of Acalemi 
cians; 'TThe Horse-Dealer,' a painting of very great merit, by C. E. 
Johnson; andl ' Gainsboroughl's Lane,' in our opinion one of the 

most successful studies fror-m Nature in this year's exhibition. Mr. 
Edwards here gives us a very clever paintinig of a double row of 
quaint old pollards shelterinig a lane by the rirve'r Orwell-a spot 
sacred to the memory of Gainisbor-ouglh. This painitinig loses no 
thing by the contrast naturally produced by its being hung imme 
cliately over Millais's ' Fringe of the Moor,' the warm summer glov 
and brilliant colouring of the one only serving to bring into bolder, 
if less pleasing, prominence the truthfulness to Nature displayecd in 
the treatmenlt of the chill, wvintry-lookinlg trees in Mr. Edwards's 
l)icture. The skilful intertwining of the leafless branches of the 
old pollards is exceptionally goocl, andl stamps the painting as one 
of great and original merit. The most rising portrait-painter of the 
clay in Englanld, W. \V. Ouless, has a full-length of H. S. Marks, 

A.Rt.A., in this room, showing evidlences of much skill, with which 
brief mention we are most reluctantly compelled to bring our brief 
review of Gallery I. to a close. 

The two largest, though far from being the most meritorious 
canvases in Gallery II., are an immense testimonial picture of 'A 
November Morning at Birclsall House, Yorkshire,' representing a 
meet of the fox-hounds at the doors of the noble mansion of the 
master, by Wells, R.A., ancl ' How are the Mighty fallen,' H. 
Hardy, a spirited representation of foul, hungry, and quarrelling 
vultures tearing at a dead lion in the desert. In this gallery four 
paintings, again, merit special notice, and of these, ' Ezekiel's Vi 
sion,' P. F. Poole, R.A., is the granclest. " Ancl I looked, and be 
hold a whirlwind came out of the north, a great cloud, and a fire 
unfolding itself, and a brightness was about it, and out of the 
midst thereof as the colour of amber . . . . came the likeness of 
four living creatures:" an ideal landscape of immense force, on 

which the artist has bestowed marvellous power of colour and sen 
timent. We are transported for the moment to a wild, rocky 

ground, where, out of the stormy western- sky, a pregnant vision 
floats before the prophet. The clouds assume indistinct shapes, 

which a keen eye may follow until they become "the likeness of 
four living creatures." There is nothing in the smallest degree 
sensational about this work; it is a calm and masterly example of 
the descriptioni of landscape art to be traced in the paintings of 
the old masters. 'The Bearers of the Burden,' G. H. Boughton; 
a most eloquent impersonation of three women trudging along a 
common after a huge ruffian-evidently the brutal husbancl of one 
-stalking in front of them, pipe in mouth, bull-clog at heel, ancl 
clad in velveteen and fustian of the unloveliest description. The 
sterile common, given over to rank weeds, thistles, an(I docks, and 

marked with every conceivable form of ruggedness, lencds a grim 
support to the obvious moral of the piece. The figures and cdreary 
land(lscape are most effectively painited, and the wvhole compositior 
is fuill of much tenderness of sentimenit mingled with humorous 
pathos. The same painter sends two single studies, to be found 
in another room, ' The Path of Roses,' intended, no cloubt, as a 
companion picture an(l contrast to 'Grey Days,' the first repre 
sentinig a maiden in virginal white in a garden, a flower among 
flowers, happy and serene; the other typical of the sorrov that 
has dawned-a lonely widoov, scarcely less fair than her happier 
sister, standing in the cloudy gloom of evening. Val C. Prinsep's 
'A Minuet ' is a very exquisite rendering of one of those clharm 
ing scenes which one pictures to one's self as taking place at court 
in the days of gossip Pepys: the graceful miinitiet de ka coucr being 
daniced by beautiful ladies and stalwart gentlemeni in -white and 
blue satin. Mr. Prinsep's' Home from Gleaning' is another strik 
ing example of poetic and imaginative figure-painting, as ' I believe,' 
by the same-a sweet little girl about to kneel to ' The Belief-"is 

full of natural beauty and truthfulness. ' The Jolly Post-Boys,' by 
H. S. Marks, is a vivacious picture of the 

"Tlree jolly post-boys 
Sittincg at the Dragon, 
Three jolly post-boys 
Sitting at the Dragon; 
And they determined 

And they determined 
To finish out the flagon," 

and is one of the four in Gallery II. inviting close inspection. 
Here we are compelled to halt againi, recordiing just one word of 
praise for an admirable and exact study from Nature, ' Nemo me 

impune lacessit,' MacWhirter, a thick bower of brambles, thistles, 
ancd blackberry-bush, dotted with wild-flowers, and terribly sugges 
tive of torn hands and legs, anid for Marcus Stone's ' Saimi et sauf,' 

a pathetically-conceived paintinig of a French soldier of the line 
returning "1 safe and soun(cl" to his wife, apparently uihannounced, 
and as she is about recovering from the pains and perils of a coIn 
finemenit. A little girl draws the gallant fellow's attentioni to the 
little visitor buried in the blankets of a cradle ; and everything 
about the rustic cottage speaks of the happiness and clelights 
which are to come. This work is a very charming l)ictorial idyll, 
- vhich wvill more firmly establish the high rep)utation Mr. Stone has 
already acquire.c as a p~ainstaking ancl successful artist. 

In Gallery III. the wvorks of the-Academicians- are numerous. 
First ancl foremost we have a specimen of the kindl of Art-~vork 
which has made F. Leighton's name famous. 'Interior of the 
Grand MDosque at Damtascus ' is little more than a stuclyr of a pic 
turesque Oriental interior; but it is marked by all that consum 

mate skill in the harmonising of brilliant colours xvhich is typical 
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of Leighton's paintings. 'Eastern Slinger scaring Birds in Har 
vest-Time: Moonrise,' is simply a wonderful examiple of superb 
colouring by the same artist. The almost nude Egyptian slinger 
stanids on a rude wooden l)latform raised above the nlow ripened, 
full-eared corn, with a stock of ammunition in the shape of pellets 
of clay, with which, by the aid of a sling, he scatters the winged 
marauders who approach his station. The naked form, muscular 
and lithe, stands firmly out against the burning sky, arms out 
stretchecl, as with swinging impetus it is in the act of delivering 
the clay from the sling. The sky literally burns with the glaring 
sun of the Egyptian evening, and sheds a glow of clark-recd gold 

*UpoIn the figure in the centre of the painting. This work is one of 
the most important in the Academy, and, if it does not quite sat 
isfy the ideas of the many who visit the exhibition, it will at 
least increase Mr. Leighton's reputation among Art-scholars. ' A 

Venetian Girl ' in a green robe, with a deep crimson rose in her 

glossy black hair, and a la(ly's full-length portrait, with ' Little 
Fatima,' an unimportant work, are the only other contributions by 
Leighton this year. Glancinig with very considlerable satisfaction at 
a paintinig in anotlher room, exhibited "b y command of Her Ma 
jesty the Queen," the work of an American artist, Mr. Braclford, 
'T'he Bear among Icebergs in Melville Bay,' a masterly delinea 
tioIn of the aspect of Nature uncder arctic skies, we come to G. D. 
Leslie's ' School revisited.' For this painting Mr. Agnew gave 
a thousand guineas, ancd received fifteen hunclred before it left the 
studio of the artist. WVe have not space to describe it in detail; 
its story is simple, and is told on canvas with Leslie's usual and 
rare ability. There are three full-lengths by the president, Sir F. 

Grant, in this room ; but we pass from these to notice 'The Or 
phan of the Temple.; ' Marie Therese, a flaxen-hairecl, sad-look 
ing beauty, the claughter of the unfortunate Louis XVI., sketching 
the tower of her prison from the garden, treated with the spirit 
characteristic of \Varcl, R.A.; and ' Mary Queen of Scots and 
Christopher Norton at Bolton Castle,' by Elmore, a description 
of which may be found in Froude's History of Englancl. Hav 
ing thus briefly glanced at the works of the Great Room, and 
passed through Gallery IV., which contains some wvorks already 
disposecl of-' Lady Teazle as Spinster playing her Father to 
sleep,' Ward, R.A., and a very adm-nirable and correct full-lengtlh 
of the noble-minded l)hilanthr-opist, Sir Moses Montefiore, we 
pause in Gallery VI. Here xve have a large and important paint 
ing by Mr. E. Long, which with Miss Thompson's ' Twenty 
eighth Regiment at Quatre Bras,' and H. Herkomer's ' Last Mus 
ter,' must be the'three remaining painitinigs which space will per 

mit us to mention. 
Mr. Long's ' Babylonian Marriage-Market ' illustrates what 

Heroclotus tells us of the custom of the Babylonians, who man 
aged to sell all their young women at wife-auctioni: the greatest 
beauty being put up ancd knocked down to the highest bidder; 
then the next in the order of comeliness, and so on to the damsel 

who was equidistant between beauty and plainness, who was given t 

away gratis. Then the least plain was put up and knocked down 
to the gallant who wouldl marry her for the smallest consideration, 
and so on till the plainest was got rid of to some cynical worthy, 
wvho preferred lucre to looks. In the centre of the painting an en 
ergetic salesman is about unveiling a young beauty to the crowd 
of purchasers arranged before her; and on the left of the work in 
a sort of rostrum is the auctioneer doing his best to make the 
most of this strange sale. The dusky beauties are arranged in the 
foreground facinig the spectator. Tne artist has doubtless accom 
plished a difficult task in working out a picture which contains so 

much that is novel; but it is one of considerable interest and likely 
to arrest the attention of most visitors to the Academy. Natu 
rally curiosity has been very much exercised to know wlhat woulI 
be the character of Miss Thompson's contribution this year. ' The 
Roll-Call' of last year had done so much to place this young lady's 
name on the scroll of fame, that people vere a little anxious lest 
it might not be possible for her to maintain the high standard of 
excellenice which had marked her earlier and first effort. 'The 
Twenty-eighth Regiment at Quatre Bras' sets any doubt upon 
this point completely at rest. It is an aclmirable series of charac 
ter-studies in portraiture, vivid and life-like, and abounding in evi 
dences of thoughtful care and anxious study. The Twenty-eighth 

played a conspicuous part in the battle of Quatre Bras, June i6, 

i8I5. Formend together in square, in a field of particularly tall 
rye, the regiment was repeatedly and vigorously assaulted by Cui 
rassiers and Polish Lancers, who closed a long series of unsuccess 
ful attacks by a furious charge simultaneously delivered against 
three faces of the square, where it was mainly composed of young 
soldiers. The failure of attempts to break their formation was 

productive of much levity on the part of some of these raw young 

sters, instances of which are even now traclitional in the regiment. 
Miss Thompson has given us the last effort of the Cuirassiers and 
Lanicers. The faces of the raw country lads jeering and laughing 
at the eniemy; the steady, determined look of the olcl soldiers; the 
ghastly, dying youngster at the angle of the square, are all indi 
cative of unicommon qualities of power anid originiality of concep 
tioin. The colouring may possibly be the feeble part of a work 

which brings with terrible reality before the spectator one of the 
most glorious episodes in the days foreshadowing the battle of 
Waterloo. 

Hubert Herkomer's ' Last Muster: Sunday at the Royal Hos 
pital, Chelsea,' is also the work of a young artist, and a series of 
studies of soldiers' faces, and is one of the very best painitings in 
the whole exhibition. 'The crimson and blue ribbons on the breasts 
of the war-worn veterans tell of the allottecl threescore years that 
have passed since the hard days of the Peninsular War, while 
their wrinkled faces and grizzly white beards speak of the near ap 
proach to " the fourscore years of labour and sorrow." This pic 
ture is really a grand illustration of character-painting to the life, 
quite worthy to be classed with the very best work of the year. 

CHAS. E. PASCOE. 

THE SALON OF I875. 

FIRST PAPER. 

T- 7 1IHE first few days which are devoted to the exa 

mination of the Salon are usually productixve 
of intenise weariniess and bewilderment of mind. 
That vast exhibition, wvhere so many thousancl 

objects are presented to the view of the specta 

__________ tor (the paintings alone number two thousand 

and ninieteeni), the difficulty of finding the work 
or works of any favourite artist, the multiplicity of subjects and of 
styles, all combine to perplex the strongest brain. Some hours 
of calm reflection are needed before the promin-ent works observedl 
appeal to the memory from out the vast number inspectecl; ancl 
sense and reason reassert their sway in directing the juclgment 
and in governing the choice. 

Several of the finest pictures which now adorn the halls of the 

Palais d'Industrie have already been described by me in the pages 
of the ART JOURNAL, in my series of papers on the studios of 
Paris. Thus the ' Venus' of Cabanel, and his ' Tamar and Absa 
lom,' ' The Bui-gomnaster's Portrait,' by Vibert, 'The Tirailleurs 
de la Seine,' by Berne, ' Bellecour,' and other prominent works, 
have already received full notice. It has been remarked that the 
Salont of this year, while presenting a remarkably eveni degree of 
excellence, contains no paintings which are specially destined to 
rival the great successes of the past year, such as the ' Eminence 

Grise' of Gerome and( the ' Christ' of M. Bonnat. It is, however, 
rather early in the season to decide that point. Several of the 
prominent artists of the day have forborne to exhibit this year at 
all. Gerome, who in last year's Salont was represented by three 
fine works, is absent altogether. So also are Merle and Toul 
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